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There is nothing more refreshing on a hot summer day than a juicy piece of watermelon. But while pet owners munch on a favorite summer fruit, they may wonder if it's safe to offer some of their four-legged friend. Generally speaking, the answer is yes. Not only are sweet fruits safe for your puppy, but 92 percent of the watermelon water content means it's a
great way to help you and your dog stay hydrated this summer. Better yet, the watermelon is packed with tons of vitamins and nutrients that can be beneficial to everyone's health, whether you have two legs or four. The scientific name for watermelon, Citrullus Lanatus, is not only delicious, but it also happens to be a powerhouse of nutrients including
vitamins A, B6, C and potassium. It is also a low-calorie fruit that does not contain fat or cholesterol. The high water content of watermelon makes it the perfect pleasure to help your pet stay hydrated on these hot summer days. High vitamin A content in watermelon can help improve and preserve your dog's vision, and it is also rich in antioxidants that can
reduce inflammation and strengthen your dog's immune system, helping them prevent diseases such as diabetes or even cancer. Fruits have also been linked to health benefits, including blood pressure regulation, improved muscle health and prevention of heart disease. While high fiber content in watermelon can cause abdominal problems in dogs (and in
humans) when offered in moderation, low-calorie treatment can help manage their weight and improve colon health. Like most fruits, seed-free watermelon contains natural sugar, but its fiber content allows it to slowly release into the bloodstream to avoid a spike in blood sugar in your pet. While the pink pulp of the watermelon is safe for dogs, pet owners
should be aware that watermelon seeds should be removed before handing over to the Rover, as they can cause a blockage of the intestines. Pet owners should not panic if they accidentally miss a few small seeds, but allowing your dog to ingest too much seeds can cause blockage in the digestive tract and lead to more serious complications. It is also not
recommended that your dog chew watermelon peel. The skin is difficult for your dog to chew and digest and can cause abdominal problems ranging from diarrhea to serious intestinal blockage when swallowed in large chunks. It can also pose a choking hazard, especially if you have a smaller dog. If your dog accidentally consumed watermelon peel and
shows symptoms such as vomiting, constipation, or lethargy, he should get veterinary attention immediately. Like all human products, it is always a good idea to check with your veterinarian before offering a watermelon to your pet, Moderation is the key, especially if you don't know how your dog will react to fibrous fruit. Like many fruits including cantaloupe,
watermelon can cause digestive problems such as diarrhea if your dog eats too much. Always keep your dog's dog size The mind The smaller the dog, the smaller the watermelon it should consume. Although it is rare, it is also possible for your pet to be allergic to watermelon. If you find that Fido is going crazy for watermelon, there are some other creative
ways to incorporate it into your diet as a special treatment. Both you and your pet can beat the summer heat with frozen watermelon treats by mixing (no seeds) watermelon pulp with coconut milk, yogurt or water and then freezing them into cubes. Just make sure you take either low-fat or low-fat yogurt, and remember about sugar and other supplements,
you also want to offer any of these treats in moderation because some dogs can't easily handle dairy products. If you happen to have dehydration food, you can also turn watermelon into chewy treats (although your pooch will miss out on moisturizing benefits). Or just chop up the fresh watermelon (bite-sized pieces are better) to give your dog extra cool fun
on a hot summer day. The dog doesn't eat? There may be a million reasons, but the most common is that your pet is sick, says Lori M. Teller, DVM, clinical associate professor at the College of Veterinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences at Texas University's ASM, at College Station, Texas. Of course, the disease can be literally anything, from a mild
upset stomach to something as serious as cancer. In addition, there may be behavioral reasons for your pet's hunger strike. This means that you have to play detective, so you can help your puppy regain your appetite, and start devouring these vet-approved dog food brands. Your dog has a mild stomachacheYour dog can stop eating because he feels
nauseous or has eaten something bad. One way to say it's not something more serious: Your puppy is returning to its normal self pretty quickly, says Megan E. McCloskey, DVM, a professor of internal medicine at the University of Pennsylvania School of Veterinary Medicine. Even if you suspect just a belly as a reason for your dog not to eat, call the vet
anyway. Dogs have pretty good appetites, so if they're picky eaters, especially when it's accompanied by chronic signs like occasional vomiting or occasional diarrhea and a soft stool, it's usually a major GA problem that requires more attention, McCloskey explains, adding: It's more common than people realize. Your veterinarian can rule out the source of the
disorder, from food allergies to inflammatory bowel disease. Your dog has more serious infectious diseases like parvovirus, or conditions such as pancreatitis may be other reasons for your dog not to eat, says Teller. Your puppy may even have life-threatening illnesses like gastric dilation and volvulus, which causes the stomach to twist so nothing goes
away, or even cancer. When your dog really it will probably also be sluggish, quit a lot, diarrhea or even a bloody chair, or cough and sneeze. Time to worry when your dog is not behaving normally, especially if it refuses treats or people eating, or if its appetite appetite and weakens, McCloskey notes. Then you want to alert the vet stat, especially if you see
any of these 10 signs your dog is sick. Your dog swallowed something that they shouldn't have been another reason your dog wouldn't eat. Dogs are insatiable eaters, so they often scarf things down they shouldn't like toys, tennis balls, and even tampons. This is especially true if your dog is young and playful (so you really want to avoid these common
backyard dog dangers). One clue: If your pooch vomits or poops out pieces of, say, plastic, says McCloskey. If he figure it out, he'll probably be fine. But if you have a dog not eating and not vomiting, it may have an obstacle in its intestines. Then the vet will have to do an ultrasound to see what is stuck, and probably work to get it. Your dog is in pain Dogs
do a great job of trying to mask the pain, but this may be another reason why the dog doesn't eat, explains Teller. Maybe it just hurts to get up and walk in a bowl, or stand or even bend over to eat. Some breeds, like dachshunds and Dobermans, are prone to neck problems, or your puppy may have osteoarthritis or even cancer. You should be vigilant to
other signs to describe to the veterinarian, such as your dog limping, shuddering when you pat her, or if your puppy is hiding. If it's a new behavior that isn't typical of your dog, that can help the veterinarian determine what's going on, says Melissa Bain, DVM, professor of animal clinical behavior at the University of California, Davis, School of Veterinary
Medicine. This is one of 50 things your vet won't tell you, but you want to know. Your dog has dental pain Can888/Shutterstock Dental problems can cause food problems, notes McCloskey. Dogs with dental problems can drop a kibble, chew on one side, or drool excessively. Older dogs are more affected, especially small breeds, she adds, but any dog can
develop toothache (or even break a tooth). Another big sign that your dog's teeth need care, says Teller: Your dog may be interested in food and sniff it, but it hurts too much to actually bite off and chew. Your dog's food went badDogs is not that distinguishing, but occasionally, when something spoiled, your dog won't eat it, Teller says. It can be a bad bag of
kibble or maybe that the chicken you boiled for your puppy doesn't get cooked thoroughly. How do you know the reason your dog doesn't eat? Your dog will eat a treat, but won't eat food, Teller says. So give it away and serve something else. Your dog got shot Sometimes vaccinations can cause mild lethargy or soreness, causing your puppy's appetite to
plunge temporarily, Teller notes, adding that it's pretty rare This can last 24 hours. If your dog is not interested in eating immediately after vaccination, then just suggest the next regular meal after that. Your dog is away from homeSome dogs to get very excited or stressed while traveling and then not Have. Or they suffer from motion sickness while in the car.
It usually decides when the journey/car ride is over, Teller says. If you're staying over some new place and your pooch seems uninterested in one meal, wait and try again later, she recommends. Or lure him with something as delicious as the fun inside the bowl. These are human products that are actually good for your dog. Severe separation anxiety can put
a dent in your puppy's appetite. If the dog is so panicked when the owner leaves, he often does not eat. When the owner comes home, the dog often greets the owner and then rushes to the bowl to eat. A key thing for owners to consider is if the dog is not eating at certain times of the day, says Bain. Dogs stop eating when they are put in kennels or left in
someone else's care. Correction: You can feed your furry family member new food, in a new bowl or toy, or go from dry to canned (or vice versa), veterinarians recommend. Don't miss the signs that your dog is actually depressed. Does your dog keep outdoes this sound like you? Your dog won't eat her favorite kibbl, so you switch brands. When she stops
eating that up, you dress it with something nastier like cheese or chicken. Pretty soon you're sitting next to your poo, persuading her to eat. It feeds on this attention-based behavior when the dog says: If I don't eat, my owner will give me something better, Bain explains. Another change: You got your dog used to people eating hands fed off the table, tell
Teller. Solution? Once you get well from your veterinarian (and provided that your dog has no medical problems), put her dish of simple dog food, and take it after 15 minutes, even if she doesn't eat it, suggests Bain. Try again in the evening, do the same until your dog gets a memo. If table scraps ruin your dog's appetite, feed her at other times and keep her
away from the table as you dine, Teller advises. Now find out these other things the dog would like the owners knew. Roxanne Gonzalez / ShutterstockIs Safe to Give CBD Oil for Dogs? Stephen Bognar/Shutterstock14 Rude Habits Dog Owners Need to StopPRESSLAB/Shutterstock13 Signs You Need to Switch Vet Vets dog can eat mango. dog like to eat
mango. dog eat mango seed. dog eat mango skin. dog eat mangosteen. dog eat mango tree. can dog eat mangosteen. can dog eat mango seed
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